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Present

Kenny, Per, Markus, Matt

Regrets: Stephen, Sam, Ole, Boris

Action Item Summary

Completed Action Items

Stephen is done with the RNIBDTDs Wiki entries

New Action Items

- @markus fix ZedAI main page, start a ZedAI Overview page
- @markus check with those not present today on next iteration tasks

Action Items carried over

- @Kenny to set up a concall with Markus, Kenny and Gregory Rusmeda about the possibilities for Gregory to join the group. Completion ASAP.
- @Markus to follow up the contact with the xhtml2 WG.
- @Kenny - Is NewsML modular? How is their schema built? Need more info on the wiki.
- @Markus/Per - discuss pros/cons of the XHTML2 modularization framework (started at ZedAI W3C Modularization and XHTML2).
Minutes

Iteration 0 report

Markus: all, please read the ZedAI Iteration0 Report if you can, provide comments to me before end of the day. The report will go out to committee at the end of today CET. New documents added, download is up at google code.

Matt: is this just an internal report, or intended for a wider audience?

Markus: as iteration 0 was largely explorative, I'd say the scope is mostly internal at this point, but you are right that overviews and more public-friendly documents need to be made available. For the next iteration (when we will provide the first actually usable profile), this will become critical.

@markus fix ZedAI main page, start a ZedAI Overview page

Next iteration

(See ZedAI_Iteration0_Report#Deliverables_for_the_next_iteration)

Complete Leisure Profile [PS]

Tentative list of elements/modules to inject into the host:

- pagenum
- note-noteref
- table of contents
- images (use xhtml:object?)

Matt: CNIB found that differences were so small so leisure profile was dropped

Markus: We may find just like CNIB did that the diff between a Leisure and "Full" Profile is too small to warrant the use of separate profiles.

Nevertheless, this is a good exercise for the next iteration as the scope is limited, and since the Leisure profile can be looked at as a subset of the coming "Full" profile. In other words, no time will be wasted in case we choose to drop the idea of a Leisure profile.

Per: remember that our profiles should be output agnostic

Periodicals profile

Kenny is OK to lead the group. Markus: I need to check with Ole and Stephen before the work can start.

Agenda
Scribe

Action item review (quickly)
- @Kenny to set up a concall with Markus, Kenny and Gregory Rusmeda about the possibilities for Gregory to join the group. Completion ASAP.
- @Markus to follow up the contact with the xhtml2 WG.
- @Stephen to create a wiki page describing the RNIB book and magazine DTDs. This action item needs to be completed by 31 October 2008.
- @Kenny - Is NewsML modular? How is their schema built? Need more info on the wiki.
- @Markus/Per - discuss pros/cons of the XHTML2 modularization framework

Iteration report (needs to go to committee later today)
- Comments on the report as such
- Next iteration plans, review and any changes
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